Where Prophix
Customers Get Their
ROI
Prophix develops innovative software that automates
critical financial processes such as budgeting, planning,
consolidation, and reporting—improving a company’s
profitability and minimizing its risks. Thousands of forwardlooking organizations in more than 90 countries use software
from Prophix to gain increased visibility and insight into their
business performance.
Prophix’s software offers companies the functionality to
address their short-term goals, implementing only the
functionality they need, while enabling them to grow their
solutions over time to meet their more strategic objectives.

Impacting the Bottom Line

Operational & Strategic Planning

Beyond insight into their data, which helps inform and improve decision making, companies find
that automating their finance processes equals significant time savings. This time, combined with
more accurate budgeting, forecasting, and reporting, enables Finance Teams to focus on valuable
analysis.

Finance Departments that use software
from Prophix collaborate with areas across
their businesses, making Finance a strategic
partner for helping to develop the company’s
operational plans.

Fujitsu’s SonoSite, who manufacture and distribute state-of-the-art ultrasound machines that
are approximately the size of a laptop computer, receive $6.23 in value for every $1 invested
in Prophix’s services, software, and training. The company recouped 1,624 hours per year in the
Finance Department via automation and saves $180,000 per year by reducing overdraft charges.
More importantly, they can easily audit their global budget with all sales and product units
(accounting for multiple currencies) in 2 to 3 hours, and review any cost center in 10 to 15 minutes.

Visionary Finance Teams also leverage the
capacity to develop multi-year strategic plans
that change in real-time, adapting to changing
conditions on the ground.
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Financial Planning
Prophix customers automate the creation of
their annual budgets, tap directly into their ERPs,
incorporate inputs from across the company, raise
accountability, protect confidential information
with ease, and free up valuable time for analysis.
They also output valuable reporting on-demand
and automatically generate forecasts to create a
forward-looking view for the business.

“We’re finalizing the first
budget through our use of
the software from Prophix.
It takes a much shorter time
and is much less painful than
what we experienced using
spreadsheets. Finance had to
consolidate manually. Now
we can see where people
have made their inputs. It
used to take up to three
rounds/revisions. The Board
has a very good feeling
that we can sign off on this
budget after just one round.”
Ester Hillen
Management Accountant
Hymans Robertson

“Every month we focus on
further improvements to our
processes, creating greater
distance from manual
report creation. We used to
generate 8-12 reports per
month and they took 30
minutes each to produce.
Now it’s simply a matter of
changing name sets. This
takes seconds, but it’s part
of running a single 1-hour
process.”
Dan DeRooy
Director of Financial
Reporting
Skanska USA Building
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“Our initial understanding of the product’s power and scalability proved
to be correct. After the initial implementation, we quickly began to add
various elements to our solution, and attended Prophix’s annual User
Conference to learn about the innovations developed by other users.
We would definitely recommend Prophix to other companies in our
industry.”
Ben Wheeler
Assistant Controller,
Myriad Genetics

“Prophix was our mechanism
for building our chart of
accounts and setting out our
data in a logical way. My
predecessor took 40 hours to
build our first P&L. It took me
45 minutes using the software
from Prophix! Today, I can
pull whatever data I need
on-demand.”
Steve Anderson
Controller
Spacesaver Corporation

“Napkins, each of which cost less than a penny, represent a significant
proportion of our product portfolio. This results in a high volume of
transactions. That means that we need to slice and dice into different
areas, analyzing our information at the detailed level and making
business decisions based on what we see. Prophix gives us a familiar and
easy to use platform to do that.”
Marc Lev’y
Head of Business Planning, Reporting & Analysis
Swan Mill Paper Company

“We are now truly agile. Automating our feeds and processes means
that we no longer just compile data; we analyze our position from a
variety of angles. Prophix allows us not just to see what has happened,
but to pinpoint what is happening and what will likely happen down the
road.”
Kevin F. Vieira, CPA
Director, Finance
AAA Northeast

Data-Driven Decision Making
The goal of every Finance Team is to recommend data-driven decisions that contribute to the
profitability of the business. Companies that run Prophix’s software do precisely this because
they have increased time for analysis and newfound clarity into the organization’s wealth of
information.

SENIOR LIVING GROUP

“The calculations for receiving government funding are rather complex.
We are required to forecast the numbers of residents that we will serve over
multiple periods, and outline the type of care that these people will need.
We use Prophix to project our income for future years. That information
does more than just meet government requirements – it enables us to make
management decisions by outlining appropriate headcounts for the homes
and pinpointing how many operational managers, directors, and financial
controllers to hire and where to place them across all of our 55 locations, as
well as at the locations we plan to acquire across Belgium.”
Wendy Genijn
Group Financial Controller
Senior Living Group
“It’s very rare that you find something you can’t do with Prophix – even with
our ambitious uses of the software. The ability to seamlessly link to multiple
data sources is wonderful. We are completely self-sufficient. We looked at
packages from other CPM software providers, but Prophix seemed like the
perfect tool for us. It turned out that this initial assessment was correct.”
Jenny Burbridge
Business Analysis & Reporting Manager
Solarcentury
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